
GreenDreams™ Sign-Up Form

South Africa’s first carbon offset programme for 
accommodation establishments

Yes, I would like my accommodation establishment to offer guests a 
100% carbon neutral stay.

allow Climate Neutral Group to offset the carbon emissions generated by your guests overnight stay by 
investing in the Wonderbag  carbon offset project at R5 per bed-night (ex VAT) 

Provide Climate Neutral Group your bed-night data on a yearly basis

Within 5 business days after submitting this form all bed-nights sold to your guests as carbon neutral will be offset, until you cancel 
in writing via email (greendreams@stpp.co.za). Billing occurs at the beginning of each quarter with the initial instalment due upon 
joining. Should you wish to cancel the offsetting of your bed-nights this will apply on the first day of the following quarter. 

Title First Name Surname

Owner Manager (tick applicable)

Name of Accommodation Establishment

Address Accommodation Type

B&B

Guesthouse

Hotel

Email Address 1

Email Address 2

Telephone

Place Date

For sending e-mail 
confirmation and invoices

For sending your offset 
certificate and other 
marketing materials 

I agree to Climate Neutral Group’s terms and conditions (enclosed)

By completing and signing this form you agree to: 

A FREE Wonderbag (worth R230) for every 500 bed-nights offset and paid for

An annual offset certificate from Climate Neutral Group with the total amount of tons carbon offset 

The Eco Atlas™ “Carbon Neutral” icon and a discounted website listing (subject to Eco Atlas™ T’s & C’s)

A GreenDreams™ in-room and/or lobby information card for your guests and staff 

A copy of any project video clips and/or other project information fact sheets

Regular updates on the positive impact that your investment is having on communities and the environment

As a GreenDreams™ participating establishment  you will receive:

(tick applicable)

Investment into offsetting:

Bed-nights sold in 2014 @ R5/bed-night  = R / year (ex VAT) to be invoiced in quarterly instalments.

Signature



Wonderbag is a revolutionary, non-electric, heat 
retention cooker that allows food, that has been 
brought to the boil by conventional methods, 
to continue to cook for up to 12 hours, without 
using any additional energy source.

The project is run by Natural Balance Pty (Ltd) 
an enterprise that manufactures and distributes 
Wonderbags throughout the world.

Wonderbag was presented at the World 
Economic Forum in Davos as a real solution to 
many of the health, environmental and social 
economic problems that face Africa and many 
of the developing countries today.

The Wonderbag is a unique, powerless slow 
cooker giving you the healthiest meals 
possible

Energy costs are cut by some 40% creating 
further disposable income

Water use is reduced by nearly 80% 

Deaths and injuries caused by fires and burns 
in the home are minimised 

A reduction in cooking time means time can 
be used more productively, earning valuable 
income 

Less cooking time on open fires reduces 
respiratory illness and deaths amongst 
children, caused by indoor air pollution

If used only three times a week, 
a Wonderbag can prevent the 
emissions of half a ton of CO2, 
every year.

www.greendreams.co.za

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMME
www.stpp.co.za

greendreams@stpp.co.za

This project is registered under the Verified Carbon Standard (VCS), thereby allowing your business to credibly 
offset your carbon footprint in order to make a sustainable social impact in South Africa.

Wonderbag - A recipe for change


